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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention 5

[0001] The present invention relates to a cylinder

block of a multi-cylinder engine and to a process of

nnolding the cylinder block and more particularly it con-
cerns a technique for forming a cooling water passage io

within a wall between adjacent cylinder bores.

Explanation of Related Art

[0002] According to a technique proposed up to now. i5

a spacing between adjacent cylinder bores is narrowed
in order to make the multi-cylinder engine compact and
light. Or a cylinder bore is formed larger than the con-
ventional one to reduce the thickness of a wall between
adjacent bores as much as possible so as to increase 20

the exhaust amount in an attempt to enhance the output
of the engine. Further, the proposed technique forms a
cooling water passage within the wall between adjacent
bores. For example, Figs. 7 to 9 show a conventional

technique proposed by an Assignee of the invention of 25

the present application. Here, Fig. 7 is a vertical section-

al view of a cooling water passage formed within a wall

between adjacent bores, which is an essential part of a
multi-cylinder block. Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a cyl-

inder jacket core. Fig. 9(A) is a perspective view of a 30

water passage fomning member made of metai sheets.

Fig. 9(B) is a plan view showing the waterpassage form-

ing member filled with molding sand. Fig. 9(C) is a.front

view showing the water passage forming member filled

with molding sand. 35

[0003] The conventional technique was disclosed, for

example, in Japanese Patent Public Disclosure No.
9-32629. As shown in Fig. 7, a water passage forming
member 110 made of metal sheets is embedded at a
head side portion of an inter-bore wall 4 of a multi-cyl- 40

inder block 1 by a molding process to form a cooling

water passage 1 0. The metal sheet water passage form-

ing member 110 comprises two molded metal sheet
members joined to each other-by welding or caulking as
shown In Fig. 9(A). 45

[0004] The cooling water passage 10 comprises a
pair of left and right rising water passages 1 2,12 having
lowerportions provided with cooling water induction por-

tions 13,13, respectively, and a plurality of transverse
vvater passages 15,15 provided in vertical and multiple so

stages for mutually communicating these rising water
passages 12,12 as shown in Fig. 7. Cooling water within

left and right cylinder jackets 8,8 is introduced from the
cooling water induction portions 13,13 to a head jacket

22 through the transverse water passages 15,15 and 55

the rising water passages 1 2, 1 2 to thereby cool the head
side portion of the inter-bore wall 4. A portion 11 of the

water passage fomning member 110 which does not

form the cooling water passage 10 is welded to form a
non-hollow portion. The metal sheet water passage
forming member 110 is embedded into the inter-bore

wall 4 by a molding process in the following manner.
[0005] As shown in Figs. 9(B) and 9(C), there is pre-

liminarily prepared a water passage forming member
1 1 0 filled with molding sand, which is attached to a po-

sition corresponding to an inter-bore wall of a jacket

forming mold (not shown). The jacket forming mold is

filled with molding sand undeF pressure by a core mak-
ing machine to make a jacket core 30 as shown in Fig.

8. As such, the metal sheet water passage forming

member 110 is integrated into the core 30. The metal
sheet water passage forming member is employed be-

cause the conventionaf molding sand has insufficient

flowability, filling ability and transverse rupture strength,

and therefore is not suitable for forming the cooling wa-
ter passage 10.

[0006] Next, the jacket core 30, a crank bore core (not

shown), a cam balancer core (not shown) and the like

are attached to a cylinder block forming metal mold (not

shown), into which molten metal is poured. Then after

the molten metal has been cooled, the sand is removed
to finish the molding of the multi-cylinder block. As such,

the metal sheet water passage forming member 11 0 is

embedded into the inter-bore wall 4 by the molding proc-

ess to form within the Inter-bore wall 4 the cooling water
passage 10 which communicates the cylinder jackets 8
with the head jacket 22.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] According to the conventional technique, the

metal sheet water passage forming member 11 0 is em-
bedded into the inter-bore wall 4 by a molding process.

This entails the following problems.

[0008] The jacket core 30 is different from the metal

sheet water passage forming member 1 1 0 in expansion
coefficient, which sometimes results in causing the jack-
et core 30 to crack and deform after molten metal has
been poured.

[0009] Further, the metal sheet water passage form-

ing member 110 is apt to insufficiently join with the

poured molten metal. This causes the inter-bore wall 4
to distort when working the cylinder bore to result in sep-

arating the water passage forming member and ulti-

mately decreasing the cooling effect due to reduction of

thermal conduction between the water passage forming

member and the inter-bore wall.

[0010] An attempt to sufficiently secure the working

strength of the inter-bore wall 4 so as to be able to resist

the distortion of the cylinder bore caused when working
it invites a necessity of increasing the minimum thick-

ness of the inter-bore wall 4. The sectional area of the

cooling water passage 10 has to be decreased by an
amount corresponding to the increase.

[001 1 ] Then prior to the present invention, a trial was
conducted to make the water passage forming member

3
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core of the molding sand which has been used up to

now. But this molding sand is non-spherical and has a

large spacing between sand particles to provide a bad
filling ability and a weak mutual shape-retaining force.

In consequence, In order to secure a strong mutual 5

shape-retaining force and a desired transverse rupture

strength, there is a need of enlarging the percentage
content of a binder in the molding sand.

[0012] However, when the molding sand to make the

water passage fomning core has the percentage content io

of the binder enlarged, during the step of pouring the

molten metal, if the binder vaporizes and splashes, it

increases the generation of gas with the result of being
apt to produce mold cavities. In addition, the water pas-

sage forming core has a smaller mass and calorific ca- 15

pacity than the other parts. Therefore, when the binder

has vaporized and splashed, it extremely loses Its

shape-retaining force to collapse or the tike due to pour-

ing pressure and overheat, which eventually results in

forming no water passage and causing, so-called, sand
residue. In consequence, the molding sand is involved

by the molding material and is seized onto the molded
surface and the like to produce unuseful concave and
convex portions which narrow the water passage. Addi-
tionally, water scale deposits on the concave and con-
vex portions of an inner surface of the water passage to

reduce the cooling efficiency.

[0013] The present invention provides a technique to

form a cooling water passage by using a water passage
forming core which is made of core sand to be men-
tioned later instead of the conventional metal sheet wa-
ter passage forming member, and has the following ob-
jects:

1 . To solve the cracking or the like of a jacket form-
ing core, attributable to the difference of expansion
coefficient;

2. To solve a disadvantage of distorting the inter-

bore wall when working the cylinder bore or the like;

3. To solve the problem of separation caused by the

conventional technique and to enhance the cooling

effect of the inter-bore wall;

4. To sufficiently secure the working strength of the
cylinder bore and the sectional area of the cooling
water passage; and
5. To solve the above-mentioned disadvantage
which occurs when the water passage forming core
is made of the conventionally used molding sand
and to make a watei- passage forming core large in

transverse rupture strength with a binder added in so

a small amount, thereby forming a highly accurate
cooling water passage.

[0014] A cylinder block of a multi-cylinder engine as
set forth in claim 1 has the following basic construction. 55

[001 5] The multi-cylinder engine (E) has an inter-bore

wall 4 whose head side portion is provided with a cooling
water passage 10 having its molded surface disclosed.

20

25

30

35

40

45

This cooling water passage 1 0 comprises a pair of left

and right rising water passages 12,12 having lower por-
tions provided with cooling water induction portions

13,13, respectively, and a plurality of transverse water
passages 15 provided in vertical and multiple stages so
as to communicate these rising water passages 12,12
with each other. Cooling water within left and right cyl-

inder jackets 8,8 is introduced from the cooling water
induction portions 13,13 into the cooling water passage
10 and then is flowed into a head jacket 22.

[0016] The invention as set forth in claim 1 has the
following characteristic construction in order to accom-
plish the foregoing objects.

[0017] In the cylinder block of the multi-cylinder en-
gine having the above-mentioned basic construction,

there is provided betweisn vertically adjoining trans-

verse water passages 15,15 a connecting portion 4b
which connects a front half wall portion 4c of the inter-

bore wall 4 to a rear half wall portion 4d thereof. The
connecting portion 4b separates the vertically adjoining

transverse water passages 1 5, 1 5 from each other. Eve-
ry transverse water passage 1 5 has a height (H) set larg-

er than a height (h) of the connecting portion 4b.

[0018] In the cylinder block of the multi-cylinder en-
gine as set forth in claim 1 , an invention of claim 2 is

characterized in that each of the transverse water pas-
sages 15 has a width (W) in a front and rear direction,

set to between not less than 1/3 of a minimum thickness
(T) of the inter-bore wall 4 and not more than 2/3 of the
minimum thickness (T) and has the height (H) set'to be-
tween not less than twice the height (h) of the connecting
portion 4b and not more than three times the height (h).

[0019] In the cylinder block of the multi-cylinder en-
gine as set forth in claim 1 or 2, an invention of claim 3
forms a pair of left and right cylinder head tightening

boss portions 5,5 in continuity with left and right opposite
side portions of a head side portion 4a of the ihter-bore

wall 4 and arranges the cooling water induction portions

1 3,1 3 in proximity to undersurfaces of the boss portions,

5,5, thereby vertically enlarging their openings and
spreading them fonvardly and reanwardly along with cyl-

inder external peripheral surfaces 3b,3b.

[0020] An Invention as set forth In claim 4 has the fol-

lowing basic construction.

[0021 ] A process of molding a cylinder block of a mul-
ti-cylinder engine comprises making a jacket core 30 so
as to form cylinder jackets 8 of the multi-cylinder engine
(E), attaching the jacket core 30 to a cylinder block fonn-

ing mold 28, and pouring molten metal into the cylinder

block forming mold 28.

[0022] The invention as set forth In claim 4 further has
the following characteristic construction.

[0023] The process makes a water passage fomiing

core (31) of sphered particle sand having a lower ex-

pansion coefficient than the common silica sand, the

core (31) being intended for forming at a head side por-

tion of an Inter-bore wall (4) of the multi-cylinder engine
(E). a cooling water passage (10) which communicates

3N.«5nnnin- *.fd
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the cylinder jackets (8) with a head jacket (22), and, prior

to pouring the molten metal, it fixedly attaches the water

passage forming core (31) to a position corresponding

to the inter-bore wall (4) of the jacket core (30).

5

Function and Effect of the Invention

[0024]

(a) According to the invention as set forth in claim io

1, in the cylinder block of the multi-cylinder engine
having the foregoing basic construction, there Is

provided between vertically adjoining transverse

water passages 15,15 a connecting portion 4b
which connects a front half wall portion 4c of an in- i5

ter-bore wall 4 and a rear half wall portion 4d thereof

to thereby separate the vertically adjoining trans-

verse water passages 15,15 from each other. This

solves a disadvantage thai the jacket core cracks

or deforms due to the difference of expansion coef- 20

ficient. The disadvantage was caused by the prior

art which forms the water passage by embedding
the metal sheet water passage forming member Into

' the molding material.

(b) According to the Invention as set forth In claim 25

1, the connecting portion 4b which connects the

front half wall portion 4c of the inter-bore wall 4 and
the rear half portion 4d thereof serves as a rib to

reinforce the inter-bore wall 4 having the cooling

water passage 10. This can solve another disad- 30

vantage that the Inter-bore wall is distorted or the

like when working the cylinder bore,

(c) The invention as set forth in claim 1 does not

interpose the metal sheet water passage forming

member This solves the problem of separating the 35

water passage forming member to result in enhanc-
ing the cooling effect of the inter-bore wall.

(d) The invention as set forth in claim 1 sets the

height (H) of every transverse water passage 15
larger than the height (h) of the connecting portion 40

4b. This can secure the sectional area of the cooling

water passage sufficiently while obtaining the

strength against the distortion of the cylinder bore
caused when working it.

(e) According to the invention as set forth in claim 45

2, In the cylinder block of the multi-cylinder engine
as set forth in claim 1 , each transverse water pas-
sage 1 5 has a width (W) in a front and rear direction.

. set to between not less than 1/3 of a minimum thick-

ness (T) of the inter-bore wall 4 and not more than so

2/3 of the minimum thickness (T) and has a height

(H) set to between not less than twice the height (h)

of the connecting portion 4b and not more than
three times the height (h). This can enlarge the sec-

tional area of the cooling water passage much more 55

to result In further enhancing the cooling effect of

the inter-bore wall.

(f) In the cylinder block of the multi-cylinder engine

as set forth in claim 1 or 2, the invention of claims

3 forms a pair of left and right cylinder head tight-

ening boss portions 5,5 in continuity with left and
right opposite side portions of a head side portion

4a and arranges a pair of left and right cooling water

Induction portions 13,13 in proximity to under sur-

faces of the boss portions 5,5. This can vertically

enlarge openings of the cooling water Induction por-

tions 13,13 toward the left and right cylinder jackets

8,8. Beneath the boss "portions 5,5, the cylinder

jackets 8,8 are wide enough to flow the cooling wa-
ter well. Accordingly, the cooling water within the

cylinder jackets 8,8 readily flows into the cooling

water induction portions 13,13 vertically and largely

opened toward the cylinder jackets 8,8. Besides,

the openings of the induction portions 13,13 are

spread forwardly and rearwardly along the cylinder

external peripheral surfaces 3b ,3b. Therefore, the

cooling water smoothly flows along the cylinder ex-

ternal surfaces 3b to enter from the cooling water
induction portions 13,13 vertically and largely

opened toward the cylinder jackets 8,8 in a large

amount. Then it passes through the cooling water
passages 15 and the jacket communication pas-

sages 12,12 to the head jacket 22 positioned up-

wards of the inter-bore wall 4. Meanwhile, It strongly

cools the head side portion 4a, This remarkably im-

proves the cooling efficiency.

(g) According to the invention as set forth in claim

4, in a process of molding the cylinder block of the

multi-cylinder engine which has the foregoing basic

construction, a water passage forming core (31) Is

made of sphered particle sand having a lower ex^

pansion coefficient than the common silica sand.

The core (31) is intended forfomriing at a head side

portion of an inter-bore wall (4) of the multi-cylinder

engine (E), a cooling water passage (10) which,

communicates the cylinder jackets (8) with a head
jacket (22). The sphered particle sand has an ex-

cellent flowability and filling ability. With a binder

added in a small amount, it can make a water pas-

sage forming core having a large transverse rupture

strength to result in the possibility of fonming a highly

accurate cooling water passage.

More specifically, when the water passage
forming core Is made of the conventionally used
non-spherical molding sand, the non-spherical

molding sand has so targe a spacing between sand
particles that It Is not well filled and provides a weak
mutual shape-retaining force. Therefore, in orderto

secure a strong mutual shape-retaining force and a
desired transverse rupture strength, a binder must
be contained in the molding sand at a higher per-

centage. On the other hand, with the water passage
forming core containing a binder at a higher per-

centage, during the molten metal pouring step, if the

binder vaporizes and splashes, it emits more gas,

which results In being apt to produce mold cavities

5
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at the spaces where the evaporative emission is

made.

Besides, in the case where the water passage
forming core which has a smaller mass and calorific

capacity than the other parts is made of the conven- s

tional molding sand, when the binder has vaporized

and splashed, it extremely loses its mutual shape-
retaining force to collapse or the like due to pouring

pressure and overheat and eventually to form no
water passage and cause, so-called, sand residue. io

Therefore, the molding sand is involved by the

molding material and is seized onto the molded sur-

face and the like to produce unuseful concave and
convex portions on an Inner surface of the water
passage, which nan-ow the water passage. Further- 15

more, water scale deposits on the concave and con-

vex portion on the inner surface of the water pas-
sage to invite the reduction of the cooling efficiency.

On Ihe other hand, the present Invention has
made the water passage forming core 31 of sphered
particle sand having a lower expansion coefficient

than the common silica sand. This sphered particle

sand can secure the mutual shape-retaining force

and the transverse rupture strength of the sand
mold with a less binder content and prevent the

seizing of the molding sand onto the molded sur-

face. More specifically, it reduces the spacing be-

tween sand particles to largely improve its filling

ability and strengthen the mutual shape-retaining

force. In consequence, this can greatly decrease 30

the percentage content of the binder to secure the

mutual shape-retaining force and the desired trans-

verse rupture strength. Along with this fact, even if

the percentage content of the binder is 2.5 % at

weight ratio, the transverse rupture strength is in- 35

creased to result in the possibility of forming a water
passage forming core having such a high strength

as the transverse rupture strength of 150 Kgf/cm^
which was considered difficult with the conventional
non-spherical molding sand. In other words, even if 40

the percentage content of the binder is largely re-

duced, it is possible to secure a sufficient mutual
shape-retaining force and transverse rupture

strength.

The water passage forming core 31 made of the

sphered particle sand contains a binder in a small
amount. Accordingly, at the molten metal pouring
step, when the binder vaporizes and splashes. It

emits less gas. This solves the problem of produc-
ing gaps and mold cavities at the portion where the so

evaporative emission is made. Further, even if the

binder vaporizes and splashes, the molding sand
has so strong a mutual shape-retaining force that it

does not collapse nor cause, so-called, sand resi-

due. In consequence, the molding sand is hardly in- 55

volved by the molding material and is seldom seized
onto the molded surface and the like to solve the

disadvantage of narrowing the water passage and

remove the deposit of water scale. In short, it is pos-
sible to form a highly accurate cooling water pas-
sage by using a water passage forming core which
is made of sphered particle sand and has a trans-

verse rupture strength large enough to be hardly

broken.

(h) The invention as set forth in claim 4 fixedly at-

taches the water passage forming core 31 to a po-
sition corresponding to the inter-bore wall of the
jacket core 30 prior to pouring the molten metal and
therefore the cooling water passage 10 is formed
with the water passage forming core 31 . This solves
the disadvantage of cracking and deforming the
jacket core attributable to the difference of expan-
sion coefficient. Such disadvantage was caused by
the prior art which forms the water passage through
molding the metal sheet water passage forming
member embedded into the molding material.

(i) The invention as set forth in claim 4 does not in-

terpose the metal sheet water passage forming
member to solve the problem of separating the wa-
ter passage forming member Further, it can in-

crease the sectional area of the cooling water pas-
sage 10 by an amount corresponding to the aib-

sence of the metal sheet water passage forming
member and therefore can further enhance the
cooling effect of the inter-bore wall.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025]

Fig. 1 shows a cylinder block of a multi-cylinder en-

gine according to an embodiment of the present in-

vention. Fig. 1 (A) is a partial plan view of the cylin-

der block and Fig. 1 (B) is a vertical sectional view
of a cooling water passage fonmed within an inter-

bore wall, which is an essential part of the cylinder

block;

Fig. 2 Is a vertical sectional view of an essential part

of a vertical multi-cylinder engine provided with a
cooling water passage according to the present in-

vention;

Fig, 3 is a vertical sectional view of an essential part

of a cylinder block fomiing metal mold with a cylin-

der jacket core, a crank bore core and the like at-

tached thereto;

Fig. 4(A) is a perspective view of a cylinder jacket

core according to the present invention and Fig. 4
(B) is a perspective view of a crank bore core;

Fig. 5 shows a water passage forming core accord-
ing to the present invention. Fig. 5(A) is a plan view
of the water passage forming core and Fig. 5(B) Is

a front view of the water passage forming core;

Fig.6 shows water passage fonming cores accord-
ing to.the other embodiments of the present Inven-

tion. Fig. 6(A) is a front view of a core according to

a first modification and Fig. 6(B) is a front view of a

6
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core according to a second modification;

Fig. 7 is a view of prior art and similar to Fig. 1 (B):

Fig. 8 is a view of the prior art and similar to Fig. 4

(A); and
Fig. 9(A) is a perspective view of a metal sheet wa- 5

ter passage fomiing member according to the prior

art.

Fig. 9(B) is a plan view showing the water passage
forming member filled with molding sand, and Fig.

9(C) is a front view showing the water passage io

forming member filled with molding sand.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

15

[0026] Hereafter, an embodiment of the present in-

vention is explained based on the drawings.

[0027] Fig. 1(A) is a partial plan view of a cylinder

block of a multi-cylinder engine according to the embod-
iment of the present invention. Fig. 1 (8) is a vertical sec- 20

tional view showing a cooling water passage formed
within a wall between adjacent bores, which is an es-

sential part of the cylinder block. Fig. 2 is a vertical sec-

tional view of an essential part of a vertical multi-cylinder

engine provided with a cooling waterpassage according 25

^ to the present invention.

[0028] This vertical multi-cylinder engine (E) compris-

es a cylinder block 1 formed integrally with a crank case
and a cylinder head 20 fixed onto the cylinder block 1

through head bolts 6 as shown in Fig. 2. A cooling water 30

passage 10. formed at a head side portion of an inter-

bore wall 4 communicates a head jacket 22 formed with-

in the cylinder head 20 with cylinder jackets 8 formed
within the cylinder block 1. The head side portion is

strongly cooled by cooling water introduced into the 35

cooling water passage 10 from the cylinder jackets 8.

[0029] As shown in Fig. 1 (A) and Fig. 2, the cylinder

block 1 of the multi-cylinder engine according to the

present invention comprises a plurality of cylinders 3 ar-

ranged in parallel with each other in a front and rear di- 40

rection. The cylinders 3,3 adjacent in the front and rear

direction are mutually connected through the inter-bore

wall 4. The cylinder jackets 8 are formed so as to sur-

round the connected cylinders 3. The head side portion

of the Inter-bore wall 4 is provided with the cooling water ^5

passage 10 shown In Figs. 1 (A) and 1(B) as well as In

Fig. 2.

[0030] As shown in Fig. 1 (B), the cooling water pas-

sage 10 comprises a pair of left and right rising water
passages 12,12 having lower portions provided with so

cooling water induction portions 13,13, respectively, and
three transverse water passages 1 5 provided in vertical

three stages so as to communicate these rising water
passages 12,12 with each other. Cooling water within

left and right cylinder jackets 8,8 is introduced from the 55

cooling water induction portions 13,13 to flow into the

head jacket 22 through the cooling water passage 10,

thereby strongly cooling the head side portion of the in-

ter-bore wall 4.

[0031 ] Hereafter, explanation is given for a process of

molding a multi-cylinder block which has the cooling wa-
ter passage 10.

[0032] Preliminarily made is a water passage forming
core 31 as shown in Figs. 5(A) and 5(B). Here, Fig. 5(A)
is a plan view of the water passage forming core 31 and
Fig. 5(B) Is a front view of the same. This core 31 has a
shape corresponding to the.cooling water passage 10
and is made of sphered particle sand to be mentioned
later, by using a core flask (not shown).

[0033] The sphered particle sand has the following

characteristics.

[0034] First, it is round and has a particle shape close

to a precise sphere. Besides, it has an extremely good
flowabrlity and filling ability. Additionally, with a binder

(thermo-sening resin) added in a small amount, it can
produce a high strength (transverse rupture strength).

[0035] While the common silica sand has a particle

shape coefficient of 1 .57. the sphered particle sand has
a particle shape coefficient of 1.05. Further, when a
binder is added in an amount of 2.2%, the common silica

sand affords a transverse rupture strength of 78.7 Kgf/

cm2 and on the other hand the sphered particle sand
provides a transverse rupture strength of 1 07.9 Kgf/cm^.

[0036] Second, having a smaller thermal expansion
coefficient than the common silica sand, it does not

crack nor deform to result in making a highly accurate
water passage fonnihg core. As for the thermal expan-
sion coefficient when the temperature rises to a range
of 400 degrees C to 1000 degrees C, it is 1 .25% in the
case of the common silica sand and on the other hand
it is 0.4% in the case of the sphered particle sand. Third,

it collapses well after the molten metal has been poured
to facilitate the removal of sand.

[0037] The foregoing characteristics of the sphered
particle sand have made it possible to form the cooling

water passage 10 by using the water passage forming
core 31 instead of the conventional metal sheet water
passage forming member.
[0038] Next, the water passage fomiing core 31 is at-

tached to every position corresponding to an inter^bore

wall of a jacket forming metal mold (not shown). The
jacket fomning metal mold Is filled under pressure with

general molding sand by a core making machine (not

shown) to make a cylinder jacket core 30 as shown in

Fig. 4(A). As such the water passage forming core 31 is

integrated into the cylinder jacket core 30. In Fig. 4(A)

numeral 32 indicates a cylinder counterpart. Numeral 33
designates a portion corresponding to a jacket commu-
nication passage which communicates the cylinder

jackets 8 with the head jacket 22. Numeral 34 indicates

a portion corresponding to a plug bore which also serves

as a bore for removing sand. Numerals 35a and 35b
show portions through which cooling water flows into

and out of the cylinder jackets 8, respectively. A bore
counterpart 38 of a crank bore core 36 as shown In Fig.

4(B) is inserted into and attached to every cylinder coun-

7
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terpart 32 of the cylinder jacket core 30-

[0039] Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 3, the cylinder

jacket core 30, the cylinder bore core 36 (see Fig. 4(B)),

a cam balancer core 39. and the like are inserted into

and attached to a cylinder block fomning metal mold 28.

Molten metal is poured into hollow portions within the

cylinder block forming metal mold 28. And after the mol-

ten metal has been cooled, the sand Is removed through
a plug bore 25 to finish the molding of the multi-cylinder

block 1 . In this manner, the water passage forming core
31 forms within the Inter-bore wall 4 of the multi-cylinder

block 1 the cooling water passage 10 which communi-
cates the cylinder jackets 8 with the head jacket 22.

[0040] As shown in Fig. 5(B), the waterpassage form-
ing core 31 has a shape corresponding to the cooling
water passage 10. It comprises a pair of left and right

rising water passage counterparts 32,32, three trans-

verse water passage counterparts 35 provided in verti-

cal three stages so as to mutually connect the rising wa-
ter passage counterparts 32,32, and a pair of left and
right cooling water induction portion counterparts 33,33
provided under the rising water passage counterparts
32,32. Hollow portions 36 are formed between vertical

transverse water passage counterparts 35,35.

[0041] Each of the hollow portions 36 is intended for

forming a connecting portion 4b which connects a front

half wall portion 4c of the inter-bore wall 4 to a rear half

wall portion 4d thereof in Fig. 1(A) (see Fig 1(B)). The
connecting portion 4b separates vertically adjoining

transverse water passages 1 5 from each other. This en-
ables the connecting portion 4b to serve as a rib for re-

inforcing the inter-bore wall 4 provided with the cooling
water passage 1 0 and solves the disadvantage of dis-

torting the inter-bore wall 4 when working the cylinder

bore or the like.

[0042] As shown in Figs. 5(A) and 5(B), the water pas-
sage fonning core 3 1 includes the transverse water pas-
sage counterparts 35 each of which has a height (H) set
larger than a height (h) of every hollow portion 36. This
increases the transverse rupture strength of every trans-

verse water passage counterpart 35 of the core 31 and
sufficiently secures the sectional area of the cooling wa-
ter passage while obtaining a strength against the dis-

tortion of the cylinder bore caused when working it by
setting the height (H) of every transverse water passage
1 5 larger than the height (h) of the connecting portion 4b.

[0043] In this embodiment, the transverse water pas-
sage counterpart 35 has a width (W) in a front and rear
direction. The width (W) is set to between not less than

- 1/3 of a minimum thickness (T) of the inter-bore wall 4
and not more than 2/3 of the minimum thickness (T).

And its height (H) is set to between not less than twice
the height (h) of the hollow portion 36 and not more than
three times the height (h). Therefore, every transverse
water passage 1 5 has the width (W) in the front and rear ^

direction set to between not less than 1/3 of the mini-

mum thickness (T) of the inter-bore wall 4 and not more
than 2/3 of the minimum thickness (T). And Its height

(H) is set to between not less than twice the height (h)

of the connecting portion 4b and not more than three
times the height (h). This can enlarge the sectional area
of the cooling water passage 1 0 much more to result in

5 further enhancing the cooling effect of the inter-bore wall
4.

[0044] As shown in Fig. 5(A), the paired left and right

cooling waterinduction portion counterparts 33,33 of the
core 31 are spread along e)aernal peripheral surfaces

10 3b,3b of cylinders 3 adjacent to each other in the front

and rear direction. This enlarges openings of the cooling
water induction portions 13,13 so as to allow a large

amount of cooling water to flow from the induction por-
tions 13,13 spread toward the cylinder jackets 8,8 into

'5 the cooling water passage 1 0 with the result of strongly
cooling the head side portion 4a of the Inter-bore wall 4.

[0045] Every transverse water passage counterpart
35 of the water passage forming core 31 may be formed
in the shape of wedges arranged symmetrical to one an-

^0 other in the left and right direction and each having a
front end directed to a mid portion when seen in plan as
shown by an imaginary line in Fig. 5(A), in an attempt to

reduce the thickness of the inter-bore wall 4 as much as
possible. This produces an advantage of decreasing a

?5 pitch between adjacent cylinder bores or increasing a
diameter of a cylinder bore much more to result in the
possibility of enhancing the exhaust amount and even-
tually the output.

[0046] As shown in Figs. 1 (A) and 1 (B), the inter-bore
^0 wal! 4 is formed in continuity with a pair of left and right

cylinder head tightening boss portions 5,5 and the
paired left and right rising water passages 12, 12 are po-
sitioned inside the boss portions 5,5. This reduces the
spacing between the head bolts 6,6 and tightens the cyl-

5 inder 3 uniformly and strongly along its peripheral direc-

tion by an amount corresponding to the reduction of the
spacing. Further, jacket communication holes 24 provid-
ed by opening an upper end wall of the cylinder block 1

and the paired rising water passages 12,12 are in-

0 creased in diameter by forming the inter-bore wall 4 In

continuity with the cylinder head tightening boss portion

5,5 to result in presenting an advantage of being able to

flow a large amount of cooling water therethrough

[0047] The pair of left and right cylinder head tighten-
5 Ing boss portions 5,5 are fomned in continuity with left

and right opposite side portions of the head side portion
4a. The pair of left and right cooling water induction por-
tions 13,13 are arranged In proximity to under surfaces
of the cylinder head tightening boss portions 5,5. This

' can vertically enlarge openings of the cooling water in-

duction portions 13.13 toward the left and right cylinder
jackets 8,8. Beneath the boss portions 5,5, the cylinder
jackets 8,8 are wide enough to flow the cooling water
well. Accordingly, the cooling water within the cylinder
jackets 8,8 readily flows into the cooling water induction
portions 13,13 vertically and largely opened toward the
cylinderjackets 8,8. Besides, the openings of the induc-
tion portions 13,13 are spread forwardlyandrearwardly

8
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2. The cylinder block of the multi-cylinder engine as
set forth in claim 1 . wherein each of the transverse

water passages (15) has a width (W) in a front and
rear direction and has the height (H). the width (W)
being set to between not less than 1/3 of a minimum 5

thickness (T) of the inter-bore wall 4 and not more
than 2/3 of the minimum thickness (T), the height
(H) being set to between not less than twice the
height (h) of the connecting portion (4b) and not
more than three times the height (h). io

3. The cylinder block of the multi-cylinder engine as
set forth in claim 1 or 2, wherein

a pair of left and right cylinder head tightening

boss portions (5,5) are formed In continuity with left is

and right opposite side portions of a head side por-

tion (4a) of the inter-bore wall (4) and the cooling
water induction portions (13,13) are arranged in

proximity to under surfaces of the boss portions

(5,5), thereby vertically enlarging their openings 20

and spreading them fonwardly and reanwardly along
with cylinder external peripheral surfaces (3b,3b).

4. A process of molding a cylinder block of a multi-cyl-

inder engine comprising: 25

making a jacket core (30) so as to form cylinder

jackets (8) of the multi-cylinder engine (E);

attaching the jacket core (30) to a cylinder block
fonning mold (28): and 30

pouring molten metal into the cylinder block
forming mold (28). wherein
the process makes a water passage forming
core (31 ) of sphered particle sand having a low-

er expansion coefficient than the common silica 35

sand, the core (31) being intended for fomning
at a head side portion of an inter-bore wall (4)
of the multi-cylinder engine (E), a cooling water
passage (10) which communicates the cylinder
jackets (8) with a head jacket (22), and, prior to 40

pouring the molten metal, it fixedly attaches the
water passage forming core (31) to a positibn

corresponding to the inter-bore wall (4) of the
jacket core (30).

10
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along the cylinder external peripheral surfaces 3b,3b.

Therefore, the cooling water smoothly flows along the

cylinder external surfaces 3b to enter from the cooling

water induction portions 13,13 vertically and largely

opened toward the cylinder jackets 8,8 in a large 5

amount. Then it passes through the cooling water pas-

sages 1 5 and the jacket communication passages 12,12
to the head jacket 22 positioned upwards of the inter-

bore wall 4. Meanwhile, it strongly cools the head side

portion 4a. This remarkably improves the cooling effi- io

ciency.

[0048] Figs. 6{A) and 6(B) show water passage form-

ing cores according to modifications of the present in-

vention. Fig. 6(A) Is a front view of a core according to

a first modification. Fig. 6(B) is a front view of a core '5

according to a second modification. In the first modifi-

cation of Fig. 6(A), each transverse water passage
counterpart 35 has an upper edge inclined upwards and
outwards in both of the left and right directions and has
a lower edge inclined downwards and outwards in both

of the right and left directions. On the other points, it is

constructed in the same manner as in the foregoing em-
bodiment (Fig. 5). This allows water vapor to move up-

wards along the upper edge of each cooling water pas-

sage 15 inclined upwards and to escape into the head 25

jacket 22 through the rising water passages 12, even If

the cooling water boils within every transverse water
passage 1 5 to produce the vapor. As a result, the cooling

efficiency is kept high.

[0049] In the modification of Fig. 6(B). every hollow 30

portion 36 is fomried in the shape of an ellipse. On the
other points, it is constructed in the same manner as in

the foregoing embodiment (Fig. 5). This attempts to

smoothly flow the cooling water by forming the connect-
ing portion 4b, which is provided at a position corre- ^5

spending to the hollow portion 36 and separates the re-

spective transverse water passages from each other, in

the shape of the ellipse.

[0050] According to the foregoing embodiment and
modifications, the head side portion of the inter-bore 40

wall 4 can be strongly cooled to result in strongly cooling

a piston ring through a cylinder wall. This can bring a
top ring near a piston top surface as far as possible and
extremely decrease a ring-like dead space produced
around an external periphery of a piston top. which does "fs

not contribute to combustion, in an attempt to Improve
the rate of utilizing air.

[0051 ] This can also solve the problem of sticking the

top ring due to the carbonization of unbumt fuel. Be-
sides, along with bringing the top ring near the piston 50

top surface as far as possible, the position of the piston

pin can be brought near the piston top surface as much
as possible. A crank shaft can swing In a length In-

creased by an amount corresponding to that approach
to result In the possibility of attaining a relative downsiz- 55

ing without changing the height of a connecting rod en-
gine, and Increasing the exhaust amount by enlarging

the piston stroke.

[0052]." In addition, the head side portion of the inter-

bore wall 4 can be strongly cooled. This can enlarge the

diameter of the cylinder bore in an attempt to increase

the exhaust amount. Besides, as for a multi-cylinder en-

gine or the like loaded with a turbo-charger, when the

present Invention is applied to it, the engine can be rel-

atively downsized and Increase its output. Conversely,

in the case where the piston stroke is not changed, as
the position of the piston pin is brought nearer the piston

top surface, the connectingrod can be elongated by an
amount corresponding to that approach and therefore

the piston side pressure can be decreased, which re-

sults in the reduction of frictional loss.

[0053] The above embodiment has exemplified a
process wherein a water passage forming core 31 is at-

tached to every position corresponding to an inter-bore

wall of a jacket forming metal mold (not shown) and the

Jacket forming metal mold is filled under pressure with

general molding sand by a core making machine (not

shown) to make a cylinder jacket core 30. But the

present invention is not limited to the process. More spe-
cifically, the cylinder jacket core 30 may be preliminarily

made with the jacket forming metal mold. Thewaterpas-
sage forming core 31 may be fixedly attached to every

position corresponding to an inter-bore wall of the jacket

core 30. In short, it is sufficient If, prior to pouring the

molten metal, the water passage forming core 31 is fix-

edly attached to every position corresponding to an in-

ter-bore wall of the jacket core 30.

Claims

1 . A cylinder block of a multi-cylinder engine having a

cooling water passage (10) provided at a head side,

portion of an inter-bore wall (4) of the multi-cylinder

engine (E) and having its molded surface disclosed,

the cooling water passage (10) comprising a
pair of left and right rising water passages (12,12)

having lower portions provided with cooling water

induction portions (13,13), respectively, and a plu-

rality of transverse water passages (15,15) provid-

ed in vertical and multiple stages so as to commu-
nicate the rising water passages (12^12) with each
other,

cooling water within left and right cylinder

jackets (8,8) being Introduced from the cooling wa-
ter Induction portion (13,13) Into the cooling water

passage (1 0) to flow into a headjacket (22), wherein

a connecting portion (4b) which connects a
front half wall portion (4c) of the inter-bore wall (4)

to a rear half wall portion (4d) thereof is provided

between vertically adjoining transverse water pas-

sages (15,1 5) to thereby separate the vertically ad-

joining transverse water passages (15,15) from

each other, each of the transverse water passages

(15) having a height (H) set larger than a height (h)

of the connecting portion (4b).
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